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Reply
To the Editor: schmidt was writing before Lewis, and Lewis, studying
pseudoallelism, was certainly not using homeosis to criti-
Ironies abound in the history of biology. T. H. Morgan, cize neo-Darwinism. Homeosis was a major source of evi-
originally an embryologist and a leading investigator of mor- dence for Goldschmidt's case against the Modern Synthesis
phogenetic ®elds, began his genetic experiments to disprove (1940), and he comes back to it repeatedly in his discussion
the chromosome theory. He ended up providing the evi- of podoptera (1945). Moreover, as Dietrich (1995) has re-
dence for the existence of the genes. Dr. Lipshitz concludes cently shown, Goldschmidt's use of homeosis to argue for
his letter by stating that ``[i]f `homology' and `morphogene- saltation and the importance of development for macroevo-
tic ®elds' have been `rediscovered,' this is because they can lutionary change generated much research, if only in the
now be understood in mechanistic rather than metaphysical attempts to refute it.
terms. It should not be forgotten that this is due in large Second, Dr. Lipshitz notes that Goldschmidt studied the
part to the efforts of geneticists and molecular biologists.'' low penetrance alleles of podoptera, rather than the muta-
This is another one of those ironies. The geneticists who tions of the bithorax complex that eventually threw light
had been against such a view were instrumental in proving on the homeosis story. While this is tangential to our paper
it (see Lewin, 1984). The techniques used to ``reify'' the and to our proposals concerning the morphogenetic ®eld, it
morphogenetic ®eld within the past decade were indeed is interesting to speculate as to why Goldschmidt would
those of molecular biology. This has been especially true use this set of phenotypes. It is possible that Goldschmidt,
in the case of the ``limb ®eld,'' that classic module of Har- in trying to formulate a physiological genetics, would want
rison that is now being scrutinized with probes to BMPs, a locus with graded phenotypes rather than the on/off binary
wnts, and FGFs. Biochemistry was not suf®cient to isolate phenotypes desired by Morgan's school (see Goldschmidt,
these proteins nor could it analyze their complex relation- 1946). Moreover, this might explain why he worked on sex
ships between the cells of the ®elds. In this sense, we are determination in Lymantria, with all its ecotypes and in-
grati®ed to ®nd Dr. Lipshitz agreeing with us that morpho- tersexes, rather than with cleaner, more easily interpreted
genetic ®elds are real and can now be discussed scienti®- systems. In any event, Goldschmidt saw podoptera mutants
cally. The question he raises is who should get the credit as giving clear support for his views that developmental
for their rediscovery. effects can lead to rapid evolutionary change. Thus while
Dr. Lipshitz criticizes us for stating that Goldschmidt he did not use the bithorax complex genes to support his
was one of the people who ®rst used homeotic mutants to claims, Goldschmidt's discovery and analysis of the home-
link genetic analysis, developmental biology, and evolution. otic transformations in podoptera and tetraltera were cer-
Goldschmidt's work, he says, did not contribute nearly as tainly cases of using homeosis to support saltation, develop-
much as the studies of E. B. Lewis. This last point may be mental mechanisms of evolution, and a critique of the Mod-
true, but it is not germane to the issues we raise. First, we ern Synthesis.
look at Goldschmidt as important to the critique of the Again, although it is tangential to our arguments, we
Modern Synthesis. While we agree with Dr. Lipshitz that thank Dr. Lipshitz for bringing up the fact that Calvin Brid-
Goldschmidt's particular thesis has not advanced develop- ges and E. B. Lewis had discussed evolution by gene duplica-
mental genetics very far, it must be noted that Gold- tion prior to Ohno's synthesis. This had been overlooked
schmidt's use of homeotic genes was critical for his stand by us and by others who have mentioned the hypothesis
of gene duplication followed by independent modi®cation.against the gradualism of the Modern Synthesis. Gold-
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